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The Fog in the Sky That Clouded my eyes from the Sun 

 

                          By Nighter FireHeart  

 

 

                                                                                   Act One  

 

 

 

 

INT. -  CLASSROOM - Blueish filter indicating a flash back -Large 

window in one side revealing a play ground. 

 

A pencil led slowly descends down onto a piece of paper camera 

slowly zooms out to show a boy wearing casual clothing that he 

clearly didnʼt put effort into. The boy PLAYER is sitting in his desk 

table among the students looking around nervously. A girl dressed in 

almost unusual cloths definitely her own style. Her hairstyle is 

interesting. Her name is SUNNY. She glances at player investigating 

him. Player finally settles his gaze on another boy dressed much 

nicer then him JAIDYN studying hard on his math work.  Player eyes 

him with a naughty look in his eye. 

 

 

INT. - School Hallway  
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Jaidyn is fumbling with his locker camera zooms in on his math work 

in hand. Player appears out of no where snatching the papers from 

his hands. Jaidyn spins around shocked. 

 

                                                                                                                      

Jaidyn  

                                                                                        “Hey!” 

 

Jaidyn looks at him glaring. Player gives him a mischievous smile 

and runs off. Camera is on a window. Zooms in until we see through 

the window. 

 

EXT. -Play Ground  

 

Sunny and player are on a dome climber doing acrobats.  Screen 

zooms in on shoes quickly walking across the wood chips 

determined angry. Zoom out itʼs Jaidyn he has fully approached 

Player and Sunny. Sunny squints at Jaidyn. 

 

                                                                                     Sunny  

                                                     “Something wrong Jaidyn?”  

 

Jaidyn is observing Player angrily, Player simply smiles. Swiftly 

Jaidyn picks up a handful of wood chips and chunks it in Players 
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face. Player exclaims loudly in pain. Sunny gasps in shock looks hurt 

for Player then looks at Jaidyn shocked. 

 

                                                                               Player  

                                      Holds his face screaming “My eyes! It hurts!”  

 

Sunny glares enraged at Jaidyn. 

 

                                                                            Sunny 

Jumps off the contraption showing that she is quite talented when it 

come to things like this. She begins to beat Jaidyn anger flaring in 

her eyes.  

 

INT. - Class room from first scene.  

 

A teacher is setting books down. She sees the fighting through the 

window. Her eyes go wide she turns to run out the door.  Smooth 

transition. 

 

INT. - In principals office. 

 

Sunny is sitting not a scratch on her. Screen pans showing Player 

sitting in the chair next to her holding ice pack to his bruised face 

cloths look ruffled up. He has a tired look on his face. Sunnyʼs 

features are tight she looks angry. the screen pans to the doorway.  
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Where we see a young looking women with long brown hair and soft 

hazel eyes, she has a formal looking outfit on and a strong stance. 

She has a rainbow ribbon made into a bow. (Which she wears 

throughout the entire short) . This is Sky Sunnyʼs mom. She is 

looking disappointed.  

 

                                                          *Fade to black Flash back ends* 

 

EXT. - In dark forest with many trees and bushes.  

 

We hear an unusual roaring sound more low then high. Someone is 

sprinting through the forest, so many bushes we canʼt even tell if itʼs 

a male or female. Through the bushes we see a monster sprinting 

quickly after the person. We donʼt see much but the monster seems 

to be terrifying and almost animal looking with shaky fur. The person 

keeps running. Then they eventually stop at bush and we hear their 

loud panting sounds like a female. The camera settles on the 

monster who is stalking the bushes he nears closer. (Music begins 

to get tense)  we see the monsters face in the screen. His mouth 

open revealing several lines of sharp dirty teeth already dripping 

with blood. Beedy deep black eyes.  The screen immediately goes 

black. It slowly comes back again. 

 

EXT.- Outside garage  
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A man is throwing away trash. He looks behind himself quickly. A 

monster runs after him. He tries to run away he trips.  

 

EXT. - parking lot  

 

a teenage girl is running to her house. Sheʼs very fast. A monster 

spots her form far behind, within seconds it has run up on her. She 

quickly stops and bolts backwards. It does not even trip and turns 

around to attack her. 

 

EXT- Outside police department  

 

A cop has just gotten out. A monster goes to attack him he shoots it 

multiple times it doesnʼt make a difference. The monster bolts 

toward him.  

 

 

The camera slowly pans up. We see many people are getting 

attacked but we never see the after math. The screen keeps panning 

till we see the moon covered by fog. 

 

EXT.. - Vines hiding a Large Dirt wall-  

 

We see vines gets pulled to the side and out of view.  A  Shovel 

appears and starts digging rapidly against the wall. We hear 
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grunting in effort.  Eventually the wall falls through and rains dirt. It 

reveals a musky but large looking hide out. We see a man looking 

behind himself to see if anyone saw him. He is wearing a suit and tie 

he has pair of glasses perched on his nose although he looks more 

rugged then nerdy. This is CLOUD.  Cloud proceeds to go through 

wall after the sand is done falling.  

 

 

INT. - Cave  

 

Cloud looks behind himself again and sighs gruffly. He quickly 

struggles to rebuild the wall a scratchy voice say.  

 

“Leave it”  

 

Cloud turns around and his eyes have rested on a older looking man 

about forty-ish in strange black clothes. This is Fog. Fog looks 

almost mad. Cloud slowly sets the shovel down and adjust his suit 

and tie to look professional again. He nods at Fog and walks deeper 

into the cave. As he walks deeper in we see more people in the same 

clothing as Fog. Some are sitting some are standing, they seem 

menacing and on edge. Glaring at him with a strange look in his eye. 

Cloud keeps walking till heʼs in the center of the room. They eye him 

waiting for what he is going to say.Cloud nervously looks around at 

everyone. Their faces are still and hostile.  
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                                  Cloud  

 

“Now,” he clears his throat and glances down at his feet. “I know all 

of you have not known me for long, maybe four days-“ 

 

                                   Fog   

 

                         “Three days.” He says quickly and roughly narrowing 

his eyes at cloud in glare.  

 

 

                                 Cloud  

 

              Looks a bit startled. “Oh yes, three days.” 

 

Fog nods skeptically, still glaring.  

 

                                 Cloud 

                   “Now Iʼve known about whatʼs been happening with the 

humans and monsters for, all my life. About twenty six years now, 

and.” His face changes from fear to determination and seriousness. 

“I will say I was seeing everything wrong. I thought monsters were 

humane and humans were, well not.” He shakes his head. “But, now 

Iʼm seeing clearer. And I know this might sound strange coming from 
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someone like be but...” He clears his throat and looks back at them. 

“Monsters hunting humans and killing them for who knows why is 

unexceptional. And all this time we have been hiding from them, but 

now itʼs time for things to change.” 

 

                                 Fog   

“So you suggest humans fight monsters, to kill them?” 

 

 

Other people were looking at Fog to hear what he has to say. Once 

he had finished they look at cloud.  

 

 

                                Cloud  

                

“Well I,” Cloud seems to be very worked up. “To fight...”He squints 

his eyes and struggles to speak before he finally says. “I- NO not, 

killing them.” He says very patiently. 

 

Everyone seems rather shocked by his response. 

 

                                Cloud  

 

“My family has been, my,” he looks down sad and angry. Then he 

looks back at them. “Well, their monsters.” 
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The people look at each other strangely. 

 

 

                                     

                                 Cloud  

 

“Their currently suffering from,” He looks down hurt. He swallows 

hard then looks back at them. “Mooners.” 

 

They continue to be suspicious  

 

                                 Cloud  

 

“They think their humans, they go to school, they go inside at sun 

down they see everything backwards. Warped, they really think!” He 

looks down. “They think they arenʼt monsters,” he looks back at 

them. “Iʼve been watching my daughter, sheʼs becoming more and 

more violent, sheʼs acting like a monster. And I donʼt want that for 

her. Or anyone! I donʼt know if she knows sheʼs a monster, if she 

somehow found out but either way. I have to find away to get rid of 

monsters without harming them because their family.  

 

The camera goes on them. They donʼt look touched by the story, 
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they look hostile still but seem a bit smug now.  

 

                                Cloud  

 

He clears his throat realizing things got so personal. “thats why I 

have a plan instead of trying to fight monsters in a physical 

altercation we do my idea.” 

 

                                  Fog 

                                

                              “Which is?”  

 

                                 Cloud  

“We create some type of smoke, I call it... transformation infusion.” 

 

 

Everyone looks somewhat interested. Another person Grim, says. 

 

                                  Grim  

 

“Transformation infusion? What does that  mean?” 

 

 

                                  Cloud  

“My plan is to infuse the the air with a chemical that will transform 
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monsters...”  

 

The camera goes onto the people listening.  

 

                                  Cloud  

                              

 

                              “Into humans.”  

 

They looks shocked. 

 

                                 Grim  

                  

                 “How do you think you could do that?!”  

 

                                 Cloud  

                           “Good question so-“ 

 

                                  Fog  

“And this fog would only turn monsters into humans, not the other 

way around?” 

 

 

                                 Cloud  
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                        “Yes thatʼs correct-“ 

 

                                 Grim  

 

                                 “How?”  

                                                                                                   

 

                                 Cloud  

“Well, I have already figured out how to get the fog to cover all of 

Eve Vill and itʼs through the moon.” 

 

                                  Fog  

                             “The moon?”  

 

                                                                                Cloud  

“Yes, everyone should be quite familiar with Mooners Syndrome.”  

 

Everyone nods. 

 

                                                                           Cloud  

“And, Mooners was created because something unnatural made its 

way into the moons atmosphere. And now, whenever the moon 

comes up it has a irreversible effect on all humans. And is possible 

the origin of the monsters. I also have a working theory thatʼs how 

they were created. “ 
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The humans look at each other with a strange expression. (Eerie 

music that makes your ears ring seeps in)  

 

 

                                                                           Cloud  

“Iʼve been work on this plan for three days. So right now I have 

nothing, but Iʼve been doing a lot of research. (He says Ra-search 

instead of Ree-Search) and I promise, if you guys trust me, Iʼll make 

Eve Vill safe again.”  

 

                                                                                Fog  

Gets up, walks close to clouds face. Slowly opens his mouth. “Eve 

Vill has only been safe for one race, itʼs a lie to say it humans were 

once safe.” 

 

                                                                                                                            

                               Cloud   

“I understand that, so let me rephrase, Iʼll make Eve Vill... Safe, for 

once.”  

 

The look skeptical and hostile but nod slowly. Cloud pulls up his 

sleeve to reveal a strange but very modern looking watch seems to 

be clocking the sun and moon rather then time. Eyes go wide, 

mutters “oh shoot.” Nods at everyone and swiftly leaves. 
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They watch him mysteriously.  

 

EXT. - Almost sundown- backyard. 

 

We see Sunny seeming to be searching for someone she is holding   

a stick, the music is tensing up. Weʼre afraid for what is going to 

happen. sheʼs looking very determined and hostile. Then we see 

some things point of view looking through bushes at her. Weʼre on 

edge wondering whatʼs going to happen. She keeps walking past 

searching for the thing. Muttering to herself. 

 

                                  Sunny 

                      

                    “Come out so I can kill you...”  

 

She has a strange evil look in her eye. The camera is so close to her 

face we only see  her hostile eyes, her eyes narrow to the left. She 

turns around and spots a bush.  

 

                                  Sunny 

                 “Gotchya” a evil smile spreads across her face  
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The thing in the bush is looking back at her. We donʼt see what it is. 

She slowly creeps over to the bush stick raised. The thing jumps out 

at her and the music breaks. The thing is Player. He only jumped out 

due to shock, not trying to hurt her.  

 

                                Player  

Grumbles “ok you found me.” He looks down and dusts off his 

clothes. Then he looks back at her. “Whatʼs with the stick?” 

 

 

Sunny glances at her stick, still gripped firm in her hand.  

 

                                 Sunny  

“If Iʼm going to be a hunter one day...” she sounds evil, looking at 

her stick. “I need to be armed at all times, ready for combat.” 

 

Player grumbles “ever thought of being defensive.” angrily.  

 

                                   

“Ya, ya, whatever why do you want to be a hunter anyways Sunny?” 

 

Sunny Shrugs, And looks down seeming to be a little hurt. We see 

the sun is slowly going down. Player notices, a strange look in his 

eyes. 
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                                  Player  

         “We should go home Sun... the moons coming out.”  

 

INT. The camera is now showing plastic window blinds. We see 

fingers separate the blinds in the window, Sky 

 Sunnyʼs mother peeks through. She looks nervous. Then the hole in 

the  window blinds go away.  

 

 

We see Sky standing uneasy in the kitchen a phone to her ear.  

 

 

                                Sky 

  

“I donʼt know what to do Cloud,the moon is almost up and Sun still 

isnʼt back!” 

 

 

 

EXT. sidewalk where sunny and Player were. 

 

Sunny is dashing home glances at the sun we see sun is slowly 

going down. Music is tensing. We see Player also dashing home. We 

hear ticking in the background. We see many doors shutting in 

houses. Sunny dashes home. Monster runs after her, she does zig 
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zags to avoid death. It keeps chasing her. She fights it a little and 

sticks it in the eye. She keeps running until she gets home, she 

grabs the doorknob. Sky opens the door quickly and pulls Sunny in. 

We see the door shut. The monster defeated walks away. Fog starts 

to appear. 

 

INT. Living room 

 

 

Sky looks at Sunny in shock. 

 

                                  Sunny  

                               “Mom I...”  

 

Tears have formed in Sky eyes she looks at Sunny in disbelief and 

struggles to think of something to say. She sniffs and pulls Sunny in 

for a hug. She squeezes her. Sunny hugs back relived as well. Sky 

pulls out. 

 

                                 Sky 

  

“Sun! You KNOW your not  supposed to be out that late! Sunny 

you...”  

 

the music comes in and becomes eerie. 
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                                 Sky 

  

              “You know you could get attacked.”  

 

Cloud is watching from his the table and narrows his eyes at sky and 

Sunny. We see Sunny and sky are horrible monsters. Cloud mutters 

to himself. “Wouldnʼt want that.”  

 

Sky looks over at Cloud. 

 

                                  Sky  

 

                            “What was that?”  

                                  Cloud  

               “Oh nothing.” He looks down at his food.  

 

Sunny and Sky  come over to their kitchen. Its spacey but not too 

big. The counter top is sleek and rectangular. There are three places 

of food set out on the table. Utensils, cups and napkins set out with 

the plates. Thereʼs a glass vase with a bouquet of colorful flowers 

inside.They begin eating in silence util. Cloud is glancing up at them 

viciously eating their food in their monster forms. He swallows and 

continues to stare. Then he shakes his head slightly.  
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                                 Cloud  

“What did you guys do today?” He looks at Sky and Sunny 

nervously. 

 

                                 Sky  

She drops her fork down and slaps her face with a cloth. Her dark 

beady eyes trained in him. “Well Iʼve been trying to pick up a job. 

Because you... well..” she glares at him In her unflattering form. 

“Sense you canʼt make money any more.” 

 

Sunny looks up from her food at her mother then at cloud, itʼs 

impossible to read the expression she is making because she is a 

hideous beast. 

 

                                 Cloud  

He takes a glance at Sunny before responding to Sky. “I see... I wish 

things were different Sky but the things Iʼm working on...” he looks 

down. 

 

Sky and Sunny look at Cloud, waiting to see what he is going to say. 

 

                                 Cloud  

“Itʼs far to important.” He looks at them, his eyes darting through his 

glasses. He looks right into her dark eyes,  
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Sunny looks down and takes a glance at Sky. Sky looks at her. We 

see Skyʼs knife scraping against the plate as she slices her food. 

Cloud watches in horror. Sky continues to consume. Cloud looks 

down hurt. He mutter something to himself sounding like “itʼs ok, itʼs 

ok.” Then he says.  

 

 

                                 Cloud  

 

“Soon Iʼll finally be able to see two.” 

 

Sky and Sunny look at him. Clouds gaze remains on them. But Sky 

breaks the silence. 

 

                                 Sunny  

“Iʼve been training do be a monster hunter!” 

 

Sky smiles evily at Sunny and rubs her shoulder Sunny looks up at 

her with her devilish smile.  

 

                                 Sky 

“Remember to be defensive sweet heart, sometimes fighting 

immediately is not the best option. Make sure yo exhaust all the best 

options.”  
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The camera goes on cloud when he sets his fork and knife down 

loudly. His eyes go wide and his mouth drops slightly open. He 

narrows his eyes at Sunny. 

 

                                Cloud  

His eyes drop to the table. “You know honey that might not be a 

good idea.”  

 

 

 

Sunny seems to be sad. Sky looks at Sunny then at cloud surprised.  

 

                                Sky  

“Cloud, did you have to say that!” 

 

Cloud gets up with his dishes, not taking a second glance at them.  

 

                               Cloud 

“Sun,” he pauses.  

 

Sunny looks at cloud waiting to see what heʼs going to say.  

 

                             Cloud  

 

He sighs, he takes off his glasses and rubs his eyes. Then he goes 
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across the table to Sunny and holds her hands going on one knee.  

 

We see the poetic scene of him fathering a monster.  

 

                             Cloud  

 

Listen honey, I just think hunting monsters could be very dangerous 

and... I just donʼt want you to get hurt sweetheart.” 

 

Sunny begins to smile evily. 

 

                                Sunny  

“Donʼt be scared, she says in a menacing tone. “I can do it.” She 

Hugs him. 

 

                               Cloud  

Narrows his eyes to the left looking serious.  

 

INT- Sunnyʼs bed room 

 

Sunny is back in human form., she has a soft blanket and itʼs up to 

her neck. She Is trying to fall asleep. She hears her parents quietly 

talking. She looks intrigued. She sits up eves dropping. We see her 

socks lowering to the floor. She creeps to her door. 
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INT. - their kitchen  

 

Sky and Cloud eating at the table. (Sky is still a monster)  

 

                              Sky 

“Cloud donʼt you think you should tell me what youʼve been doing?”  

 

                               Cloud 

“Skyler, if I tell you itʼs only going to make things more complicated. 

And I...” He looks down. “I donʼt know how much you guys know!” 

 

                               Sky  

 

“Cloud-“ 

 

INT.- Sunnyʼs bedroom  

 

Sunny is listening by her door. She is clearly struggling to hear 

sense their voices have dropped lower. She hears the door shut. And 

cloud saying. “Goodnight.”  

 

INT. - Bathroom 

 

Cloud is washing his hands. He glances at the mirror then looks 

down. Then he looks back up. He begins to be horrified. He looks at 
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his hands. He looks down and sighs. We see a zoom in on the water 

running. We hear a knock on the door.  

 

                                   Cloud  

 

He wipes his face with a cloth. “Y,yes?”  

 

V.O. SKY “Honey are you alright?”  

 

                                   Cloud 

“Ya itʼs just...” He sighs “I donʼt like... I donʼt like what I look like.”  

 

                                   Sky  

“Sweetheart, why not?”  

 

                                  Cloud  

 

   “Because Iʼm, Iʼm a monster.”   

 

                                     Sky  

 

“Cloud! Donʼt say that please donʼt” 

 

                                     Cloud  

“You donʼt see what I see-“ 
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                                     Sky  

“And you donʼt see what I SEE how are you going to have the proper 

perception if your only taking one point of view?” 

 

 

                                     Cloud  

He pulls the door open.  

 

We see sky as a beast.  

 

                                  Cloud  

 

“ I do take other points of view, just not yours.”  

 

 

 

 

INT. Sunnyʼs Room 

 

Sunny wakes up, we see her slip who boots on. Cut to we see her 

put her jacket on. Then she leaves her room but the camera remains 

on the stick that is next to her door. Camera lingers there until we 

see the door open and Sunny grabs the stick then shuts the door.  
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INT- Clouds room 

 

 Cloud wakes up, puts on his glasses, touches up His hair, grabs his 

briefcase.  

 

EXT. - The park 

 

There are multiple little kids gathered in the park. Sunny is in the 

center beside Player. Sunny is wearing a leather jacket and 

fingerless gloves, she smeared some dirt on her face to become 

camouflage. She is dressed for battle. Or at least she thinks so. 

 

                                 Sunny  

“Alright everyone, spread out and Iʼll hunt you!”  

 

We see the floor filled with wood chips many little feet running 

across it. People hide in bushes slides around corners ECT. Then we 

see Sunny quietly and carefully hunting people. One by one she 

catches people. Then cut to cloud in the “cave” place 

  where he met up with the people called “reversers.” 

 

INT. Cave   

 

 He has a white board showing his plans for making the infusion. 

There is a moon drawing and lines coming off from the moon to 
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symbolize the smoke.  Then another showing some type of machine. 

About the size of a mini fridge. It has an antenna coming off it along 

with wires and tubes coming out letting steam out. This machine has 

three letters on it. TNI 

 

Cloud is talking to the reversers and pointing at some of the things 

with his marker. Some people raise their hands and ask questions. 

*inaudible* Cloud answers the questions and keeps talking. Cut to  

 

INT. Sunnyʼs room  

 

 

The camera is set on a clock. The clock reads seven pm. Then the 

hands tick around the whole thing showing itʼs been a day. When it 

shows five fifty nine am she hops Out of bed. She is all ready by the 

time it six and stops the clock. Cut to  

 

EXT.  

 

Shows more scenes of her playing Monster Hunt with her friends. 

cut to cloud going to more meeting. Cut to  

 

INT. Living room 

 

Cloud is in the living room writing in papers. The coffee table is 
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splattered with varies papers on the Mooners subject. Cloud seems 

tired and exhausted but he continues to work. Cut to He is in a room 

building the machine.  Screen pans to show the clock which reads 

2j13 am. Cut to 

 

EXT.   an alley.  

 

Sky and Sunny are monsters They come upon a building. Cloud 

gently holds Skyʼs arm. She stops and looks at him a little surprised. 

He has a look of worry in his face. SkyʼS face doesnʼt change. She 

pauses. Sunny doesnʼt notice and continues to walk into the building 

labeled. Human Hunting Training. Cloud looks at it in horror. Then he 

looks back at Sky. 

 

                        Cloud  

“Sky, are you SURE this is a good idea I really donʼt.” 

 

Sky glares at him and her stance seems threatening.  

 

                               Sky  

“Cloud she wants to be a monster hunter, sheʼs been wanting to do 

this sense forever! Letʼs just see how far she gets.” 

 

Cloud seems to be worried, he shifts his stance nervously. 
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                               Cloud  

“Have you ever thought about why she wants to do such a violent 

act so badly? And what do you mean how far she gets sheʼs already 

in there signing up!” 

 

                                Sky  

Looks ahead at the building then back at cloud. “Itʼs your call if you 

think this is a bad idea for who knows why then go in and stop her.” 

She looks him in the eye. 

 

INT. - HHT 

We see a brief montage of Sunny growing up and becoming more 

and more advance in human hunting training.  

 

*every one training with her is a monster as well as herself* 

 

Human hunting training is a building with many simulations built  for 

training to fight humans. There are fake woods and fake humans in 

there for Sunny and other trainers to face. She trains by dong 

simulations of hunting humans at the HHT (human hunt training) 

place ,we see her doing acrobats and learning how to use this 

special gun that can kill them. Player is also there but no one is as 

good as Sunny. We see Cloud and Sky coming to various training 

sessions. Sky claps meanwhile Cloud is always looking worried and 

or horrified. Sky glances at him. The more we see Sunny training, we 
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realize Sky isnʼt showing up anymore. Sunny looks back at the 

bleachers where Sky is suppose to be and sees sheʼs not there. 

Cloud shrugs.Sunny looks back at her trainer. *end of montage* 

 

EXT. parking lot 

  

 

Sunny and Cloud are walking to the car. Sunny is a monster.  

 

                                Sunny 

“This is the third time mom has missed training.”  

 

                                Cloud  

He glances at her sadly. “I know, your mother has finally gotten job 

so this is a good thing.” 

 

                                Sunny  

    “Not if it means I wonʼt be able to see her.”  

 

The approach the car. Cloud doesnʼt respond to that.  

 

                               Sunny  

“I donʼt understand why you couldnʼt have got your old job back, 

why did you have to quit? Whatʼs really so important.” She seems a 

bit angry.  
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                               Cloud  

He looks down. “Sorry Sunny, I wish it wasnʼt like this. But itʼs ok, 

soon ill finally be able to see you... 

 

The camera goes on her monstrous face. 

 

                              Cloud  

              “See you, for who you really are.” 

 

Sunny and Cloud go into the car.  

 

We see a short montage of Sunny continuing to train and getting 

older almost a teenager. Cut to- 

 

EXT. - on a hill 

 

We see through binoculars a purple and black light shooting up 

through the trees far off. Zoom out Cloud is looking through 

binoculars.  

 

                                    Cloud  

 

“There it is.”  
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He starts walking through the forest. *montage of him walking a lot.*  

then we see monsters creeping around him. He stops.  

 

                                    Cloud  

“What are you guys doing?”  

 

They come closer to him starring him dead in the eye looking like 

their about to pounce. 

 

                                 Cloud  

“What is this about?”  

 

They start to attack him. They successfully scratch his face he 

screams and looks shocked beyond belief. He is still gripping his 

briefcase.  

 

                                 Cloud  

“Wh,What is WRONG with you guys!?”  

 

They keep attacking him he takes off running. Eventually he loses 

them. He bends over his knees panting.  He looks surprised.  

 

                                      Cloud  

         He Pants “thatʼs odd... why would they...” He holds the side of 

his face in pain.  
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(Transition)  

  

Cloud is jumping from stone to stone with his briefcase. Heʼs being 

very cautious not fall. He has many close calls. Cut to. 

 

We see a pillar, it is only a bit taller then cloud himself and seems to 

be breathing. Itʼs a strange black and purple color and seems to be 

glowing. a giant beacon of a black and purple smoke it coming out 

of the top straight into the sky. We see Cloud come upon the pillar. 

The light radiates off his his glasses. He looks up at the pillar. He 

takes a seat on one of the stones   

 and pulls out his briefcase then he begins studying it. He writes he 

takes notes sketches he even bottles some of the fog.   

 

Cut to 

 

EXT. - HHT entrance. 

  

Sunny comes out of the building. She is a human. Sheʼs walking 

down the street. She sees a monster a bigger one. She squints and 

becomes on guard. The monster runs into the forest.  Sunny takes 

off running after the monster. She chasing it through the forest. 

Sheʼs doing all types of acrobats to keep up with it running around 

under and over trees. She catches up with it and start fighting being 
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very offensive. The monster fights back and scratches Sunny. Sunny 

gets angry fights back again she keeps fighting until the monster 

falls off a cliff. Sunny looks over and sees it laying there, dead. 

 

 

EXT.  - Woods 

 

Cloud is walking on a nice dirt path in the forest. He is hauling a 

giant suitcase in one hand. And his briefcase in another.  The sun is 

shining down through the trees. He looks uneasy as he walks down 

with his briefcase. He clears his throat as he approaches the cave. 

There are vines covering the entrance.  

 

The camera goes on his shoes and we see the briefcase drop next to 

it. Then we see He pulls the vines out of way. He sighs  picks up his 

briefcase and walks through. Their all there waiting for him. Cloud 

immediately begins taking the machine out of the suitcase. 

 

  

                                  Fog  

“Well, is it finished?” 

 

Cloud pauses and glances away from his suitcase to Fog. 

 

                                Cloud  
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“Just a second.” 

 

He continues to unzip his suitcase. He struggles but pulls out his the 

TNI. It begins to whir and buzz. The Reversers look at it surprised. 

Cloud stands up after it is fully set up. He looks at it proudly. “This is 

the solution to all our problems.” He continues to admire it. “T.I 

Transformation infusion. Itʼs finally complete.” 

 

                                   Grim  

“So this thing.”  

 

He gets up and slightly kicks it. Which makes cloud quickly go over 

to it and stabilize it. He is clearly concerned it will be broken. 

 

                                   Grim 

“This thing can really intertwine with what comes off the moon?” 

 

                               Cloud  

“Itʼs a bit more complicated then that that- Are you familiar with the 

Moonlight Beacon?” 

 

                                Fog  

                      “Doesnʼt everyone?”  

 

                                  Cloud  
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“Right, if I hook this machine up with the MLB then our goal will be 

complete.” 

 

                                 Grim  

He nods. “And thats it?”  

 

                                Cloud  

“Not exactly, I have a couple things Iʼm working on to perfect it. But 

after that... ya.” 

 

They all look back at him evily. 

 

EXT. - Dark forest.  

 

We see bushes. A monster runs past them. We see Sunny. She is 

holding the special gun.  

 

                                Sunny  

“Come out already...”  

 

  Monsters are still creeping around Sunny . She continues to walk 

through the forest gripping her gun. We see a monster creeping in 

the dark. Sunny sees it. She goes over to it. The monster tries to kill 

her but she acrobats around it and shoots it with the special gun. 

She continues to do stuff like this and has racked up about five kills. 
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She sees another monster. Itʼs bigger then the others. She starts 

fighting it.  

 

We see skyʼs face.  

 

                                  Sky 

“Come on Sunny, be defensive.”  

 

Sunny continues to fight it but she is being offensive. She loses. it 

goes to attack her then we hear a loud BEEP sound and the monster 

is frozen. Zoom out we see she was on a set. With an audience 

including cloud and sky. Sunny looks very upset. 

 

Everyone begins to go into a slight panic and start murmuring to 

each other. “The suns going down!” Sunny looks up and sees the 

sun lowering into the clouds. Sunny starts looking through the 

cloud.  

 

                                 Sunny  

“Mom!? Dad! Guys!!” 

 

Player comes over to her.  

 

                                 Player     
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“Come ON sunny we HAVE to go NOW!”  

 

                                  Sunny  

She is still looking over her shoulder but quietly mutters. “Y,ya.”   

 

Sunny and player meet up with players parents and they get in the 

car and drive off. While Sunny is looking out the car window worried. 

Cut to  

 

EXT. - In dark forest with many trees and bushes. *the scene from 

the beginning* 

 

We hear an unusual roaring sound sounds more low then high. Sky is 

sprinting through the forest, so many bushes Through the bushes 

we see a monster sprinting quickly after sky. We donʼt see much but 

the monster seems to be terrifying and almost animal looking with 

shaky fur. Sky keeps running. Then she eventually stops at bush. 

The camera settles on the monster who is stalking the bushes he 

nears closer. (Music begins to get tense) All of a sudden we see the 

monsters face in the screen. His mouth open revealing several lines 

of sharp dirty deep already dripping with blood. Beedy deep black 

eyes.  

 

INT. - the living room 
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Sunny enters her house. Cloud is there. Seems like he just arrived as 

well.  

 

                            Sunny 

“Whereʼs Mom?”  

 

                           Cloud  

He looks around squinting “I donʼt know.” He looks back at Sunny 

quickly she is a monster.  

 

                                Sunny  

“What!?”  

 

                               Cloud 

 

“But itʼs ok, she probably just caught a ride with someone else .”  

 

Sunny looks down.  

 

We see the sun go up and down multiple times. (Showing time has 

past)   

 

 

 

INT. -  In the cave 
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We see Cloud is and typing in the cave. Fog walks over to him. 

 

                                    Fog  

“What is that your working on?” (Not sympathetic just nosy and 

aggressive)  

 

                                   Cloud  

“Iʼm trying to contact my-“ he sighs anxiously “it- well itʼs nothing 

really Fog, itʼs not about the Mooners project.” He continues to type 

nervously. *we hear text messages sending.* 

 

                                   Fog  

“Well, then.” He closes Clouds computer.  

 

                                  Cloud  

His eyes go wide and he looks very mad. Then he takes a breath and 

sighs. “Iʼm almost done this is very important.”  

 

                                   Fog  

“Well what is it?”  

 

                                  Cloud  

“Fog itʼs-“ he sighs angrily. “Well, my wife is missing.” 
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                                   Fog  

“So?” 

 

                                Cloud  

He calls her on his computer. “What do you mean so?”  

 

                                Fog  

“Why do you let something like that concern you?” 

 

                              Cloud  

He looks surprised. “Because-“ 

 

                                Fog  

“I suggest you just get a new one.”  

 

                               Cloud  

“No fog,” He rubs his eyes “Sky is like well she, sheʼs my foundation. 

Without her our family would just crumble. 

 

                               Fog  

“I suppose so...” 

 

 

EXT. -Side Walk  
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Sunny is walking Player they are not monsters. They have ice cream. 

(Their both human) (Sunny looks nervous)  

 

                                 Sunny   

“So why are we going to the hospital?” 

 

                                Player  

“Oh, just checking in on my aunt.” 

 

                                   Sunny  

She looks at him confused. “Whatʼs wrong with your aunt?” 

 

                                 Player  

“Sheʼs got Mooners.” 

 

                               Sunny 

He eyes go wide, “how do you even get Mooners?” 

 

                                 Player  

“Heh.... well,” 

 

Sunny glances at her. The scene cuts to a flash back. 
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EXT. Sidewalk  

 

V.O. -player  

 

“She was walking home one day. “ 

 

We see A women is walking down a side walk. The sun starts to go 

down. The women (Greta) continues to walk looking around 

cautiously. Looking over her shoulder. The camera zooms in on her 

high heels showing that she has started to walk quicker.  

 

“The sun went down and she still wasnʼt inside.”  

 

Zoom out fog starts to fill the streets. Greta continues to walk. We 

see some monsters creep up on her.  

 

“Everyone was going into their houses but she was out, exposed to 

the fog.”  

 

People continue to go into their houses.  

 

“And the fog it just... confused her it... clouded her eyes.” 
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 We see people going in their houses. The fog continues to consume 

her. We see it Cloud her eyes. She rushes to her house. We see the 

monsters behind her but when she turned around to see them they 

were in the form of humans. With the same strange cloths as Fog 

and the others. “When she saw the monsters they looked like 

humans...”  

 

She looks confused but rushes into her home. “And when she went 

home well.” 

 

When sheʼs in she see her husband and kids are hideous beast! 

Then we see her family looking back her confused. V.O Player  

“Ya, really bizarre stuff, detectives said the whole toxic fog was 

created by a monster itself. The first one created... Fog.  

(Music drops)  

 

 

INT. - In cave  

 

We see a up close fogs face. His eyes are narrowed to the side. He 

is looking dark and evil. 

 

We see the computer screen showing that he is calling sky her name 

is “ Sky ! ” on his computer.  
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Sky V.O. - Voice Mail 

 

“Hello,-“ 

 

Clouds face lights up.  

 

                               Cloud  

“Sky, oh my god where are-“  

 

Sky  “this is Sky World, seems like Iʼm a little busy at the moment.” 

 

Clouds face falls in a saddened disappointment. Sad music comes 

in. Cloud watches his screen sadly. Tears fill his eyes. 

 

Sky V.O. “Stop by my work at the Rainbow Elementary School, or if 

you know me come to my house and pay my a visit! Call you back.”  

 

Cloud shuts his computer.  

 

                                 Cloud  

“Oh.. where are you.” He sighs. Then he looks back at fog. 

 

                                 Fog  

“Iʼm going to go to the MoonLight Beacon, you can arrive when you 

decide to realize that this is going no where.”  
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Fog has her rainbow ribbon. Eerie music comes in. Clouds eyes go 

wide. He stands up out of his chair. “Where did you get that?” Fog 

looks quite suspicious.  

 

                                  Fog  

“Oh Iʼm not sure... where do you think?” 

 

Cloud eyes go wide in shock. 

 

                                Cloud  

“Did you do something to my wife?” 

 

Fog squints at him and slowly shakes his head.  

 

                                      Fog  

“Listen Cloud...” he leaves and starts going to a clear stone in the 

wall that acts like a mirror.  

 

Cloud looks at fog then looks in it. He sees himself as a monster and 

Fog is human.  

 

                                  Fog  

“Letʼs not forget who the monster is...” 
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                                   Cloud  

Stares at himself before he closes his eyes.  

 

Then second he closes his eyes we see the screen blink and we see 

Fog is the monster (the one Sunny chased off a cliff) and Cloud is  

human)  

 

 

 

 

                                     

EXT. - in front of the hospital  

 

Sunny looks stunned  

 

                              Sunny  

 

“Oh man thatʼs sick.”  

 

                              Player  

“Ya, anyways” 

 

The cam goes on sunny the eerie music drips in she looks like she is 

figuring out a terrible secret.  
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                              Player  

“Thanks for walking me, catch up with ya later!” He Runs off.  

 

 

                            Sunny 

“Y,ya... “ she looks down.  

 

The screens fades to black and then a white font comes across 

reading.  

 

                         Years Earlier...  

 

We see Cloud on the porch working. We see his eyes over the 

computer looking determined and focused. His glasses reflecting off 

the computer light. The camera zooms in on his fingers flying rapidly 

over the key boards. We see his foot tapping up and down nervously.  

 

The sun begins to lower. Sunny is watching through the window. 

(Sunny is younger about the age she was at the beginning) Sky 

comes up beside her.  

 

                                 Sky  

“Is something wrong sweetheart?” 

 

                                Sunny  
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“Isnʼt daddy staying out too late, wonʼt something bad happen?” 

 

                                Sky  

“Oh no sweet heart, see thereʼs no monsters heʼs very close to 

home.”  

 

The camera goes cloud confusing to work. Then on sunny watching 

worried. The camera remains on Sunnyʼs worried face while we hear 

an V.O. of sky saying. “ heʼll be fine on the porch.” 

 

                                Sunny  

She looks at cloud worried. “What about the mooners thing 

mommy?” 

 

                                Sky  

She looks at Sunny with a sympathetic smile. “Oh sweet heart, 

mooners is a myth, itʼs not real.”  

 

fog starts to settle outside.   Cloud continuing to type.  

 

Sky takes Sunny away from the window gently while still looking at 

Cloud they walk out of view. 

 

                                

He continues to type. The fog sets in and clouds his eyes. He stops 
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tapping his foot. We see his computer screen he was mid sentence 

he was typing: 

 

“She ran across the field clutching the sacred gem in her hands. Her 

heart pounded she didnʼt dare look back her” 

 

The curser blinked in and out as he had abruptly stopped typing. 

The computer shuts black. The screen zooms in on clouds face, and 

we see fog has entered his eyes. 

 

*flash back over* 

 

 

 

 

EXT. - Side walk approaching woods 

 

 Sunny is walking down the side walk her face reading pure disbelief. 

She approaches the forest. She pauses, starring at the trees still in 

shock. She sucks in deep breaths. Then she spots a monster 

creeping in the forest(fog). The camera zooms in on the special gun 

on her belt and her hand reaching for it. Then the gun blurs and 

focuses on fog who does not seem to have noticed her It. Sunny 

decides to follow it. It leads her to the Moonlight Beacon. She gaps 

in shock. Fog notices her and quickly turns around. She starts 
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fighting fog being offensive. Then she whispers to herself. “Be, 

defensive.” She starts fighting defensively and winning. Sheʼs 

smirking and getting happy. She ends up knocking fog back and 

injuring him. Sheʼs proud. But then she sees the ribbon on him. Her 

eyes go wide in shock. (Sad musics comes in) Tears form in her 

eyes. We see her dropped hand and a tear drops past it. Her hand 

clenches to a fist. She grinds her teeth and glares hard at fog. She 

starts attacking him and being super offensive. Sheʼs clearly only 

fighting with emotion and is losing. But sheʼs so mad she doesnʼt 

care how much sheʼs getting hit. Then she gets flash backs of her 

mom saying  

 

V.O.  

                                 Sky 

“Remember to be defensive sweet heart, sometimes fighting 

immediately is not the best option.”  

 

 

Something in Sunnyʼs eyes change. She starts to fight defensive 

flawlessly. She kills fog. She pants hard.  

 

 

 

*transition*  
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EXT.-  

 

Cloud and the Reverses are marching through the woods and start 

coming across the lake. Sunny turns around and sees the father 

there. Her eyes go wide. The screen pans around her face and we se 

through her eyes the father is with the monster! 

 

                               Sunny  

“DAD!” She tries to move her arms to gesture him to get away from 

them but sheʼs too injured. “get away from them!”  

 

                               Cloud  

“Sunny,” He looks very surprised. “What are you doing here?!” 

 

*Sunny and Cloud are both a little bit away from the Moonlight 

Beacon, Cloud is a little closer.* 

 

                                                         Sunny  

“Dad,” she stares at them horrified.  “Their monsters,” 

 

They have stopped walking and the reversers look at Sunny then at 

cloud.  

 

                                Cloud  

“Listen Sun, we,” He points to himself. “Weʼre monsters...” 
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The camera goes on sunny whoʼs face goes wide In shock.  

 

                               Cloud  

 

 

                      “you have Mooners Sunny.” 

 

Camera goes back on sunny.  

 

                                           Sunny  

 

“No dad, YOU have Mooners!” 

 

 

                                 

Cloud is looking at Sunny, she is a horrible monster. 

 

                                      Cloud  

 

“I want to see the real you Sunny, and that canʼt happen if your a 

monster...” 

 

The reversers look at cloud glaring. 
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                                    Cloud  

“Itʼs all going to be ok.” He starts bolting to the (TNI) with a key 

clenched in his hand. 

 

                                   Sunny  

“NOOO!” She tries to go after it but she is still injured.  

 

They both bolt across the rocks the best they can (emotional music 

in the background. ) When they arrive sunny starts trying to fight 

cloud but cloud is going on the defensive because Sunny is clearly 

in no shape to fight. Exhausted she collapses. Cloud puts the key in 

quickly then turns it. Sunnyʼs eyes go wide. 

 

                                  Sunny   

“What have you done!?” 

 

 

Sunny begins to turn into a monster. Black. cloud look at her in 

shock. Black. Sunny is a little girl again cloud looks at her black.  

Cloud V.O. 

 

                          “I finally see you now.”  

 

Black. 
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smoke slowly emerges  from the machine.  it seeps into the city. Into 

the woods. Sidewalks where people are. Everyone turning into 

monsters. The sun changes to the moon. Black. Cloud looks at 

Sunny. She is a human. Cloud smiles thoughtfully at Sunny. He picks 

her up.  

 

                            Cloud  

“Come on, letʼs go home.”  

 

He starts to walk away and walks past the reverses. 

 

EXT. - on side walk 

 

Cloud is walking past people on the street. But in reality their 

Monsters. Heʼs walking happily holding Sunny. We see the monster 

gathering behind him. Sunnyʼs eyes go wide. The monsters attack 

black.  

 

 

flash back to when Sky got called in to talk to sunny  

 

INT. Principals office  

 

Sky is sitting next to sunny.  Their looking at each other for a little 

bit before Sky says. 
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                                                        Sky  

“Now, what happened with you and Jaidyn huh?” 

 

                                              Sunny  

“He threw wood chips at Player!” 

 

                                               Sky  

“Why?”  

 

                                    Sunny  

 

“Because! Well,”  

 

Sky makes a face like sheʼs waiting to se what  sheʼs going to say.  

 

                                              Sunny  

 

“Well,” she looks to the floor. “I dunno.”  

 

                                        Sky  

“Sunny-“ 

 

                                                Sunny  
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“Mom-“ 

 

                                        Sky  

 

“Honey, you donʼt know what ACTUALLY happened. And your are 

NEVER going to find out the real story unless you communicate!” 

 

Sunny looks down. 

 

                                             Sky  

“Player stole Jaidyns homework, heʼs been bulling him for days!” 

 

Sunny looks back up at her shocked. 

 

                                                      Sky  

“Listen hereʼs some thing for you to know life, everybody has a 

different point of view. Thatʼs why you have to discuss things with 

other people. To see if your perception-“ 

 

We see a flashback of cloud looking at himself in the mirror when 

Fog showed him. 

 

*flash back over* 
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INT. - Principals office. 

 

                                                   Sky 

“Is clouded. in the end itʼs better to find out whatʼs really happening 

then to do your plan all by yourself.” 

 

Sunny looks at her smiling. She nods.  

 

Camera lingers on their moment.  

 

Black. 

 

We see the Sun turn into a moon. 

 

Outro  

 

Black background. White words. There is a thick fog on the words 

covering it completely. The fog slowly pulls back we see the word.  

 

“The”  

 

Then “Fog.” The “O” in fog has Fogʼs face in it.  

 

(More words) “in the Sky” the “K” in sky has Skyʼs rainbow ribbon 

hanging off it.  
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(More words)  

 

“That Clouded.” “O” has clouds face in it.  

 

 

(More words “my eyes from the Sun.” The “U” in Sun is a sun with 

Sunnyʼs face in i.  

 

“The Fog in the Sky That Clouded my eyes from the Sun.”  

 

Fade to black.  

 

 

 


